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Optimization Design of Sucker Rod Centralizer Spacing in Straight Hole
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Abstract. The usage rate of sucker rod centralizer more and more broad with the development of a
sucker rod pump , adding sucker rod centralizer is very effective to reduce the impact of rod and
tubing wear, increase the sucker rod and tubing service life, reduce the frequency of maintenance and
the production cost .Comprehensively considerated bending stress condition of sucker rod string
during the down stroke, to establish axial load of a sucker rod mechanical model. Through the
instability equation of sucker rod between two centralizers to optimize design of centralizer .The
example analyzed shows that the optimum design of sucker rod centralizer spacing is feasible.
Introduction
The friction and wear between sucker rod and tubing is always an important issue needs resolution
during the rod pumping system works steadily, It will cause sorts of downhole accidents indirectly,
result in oil well stop production, increase oil well maintenance times and repair costs and directly
affect the oil well production benefit [1-3].There are many ways to avoid rod tube eccentric wear,
which adds centralizer on sucker rod is a general recognition in fields, it's not only has good effect but
low cost. Sucker rod centralizer is very effective to reduce the impact of rod and tubing wear, increase
the sucker rod and tubing service life and reduce the frequency of maintenance and the production
cost.
At present ,the optimum locating positions and intervals of the rod centralizers lacking of support
theory to guide and carry out concrete basis, most wells are configured by experience to design the
locating positions and intervals of the rod centralizers, in addition to observing wear during the work
-over, to position centralizer at badly worn, It not only can effectively prevent the rod tube eccentric
wear but increase the cost maintenance . This paper comprehensively considerated bending stress
condition of sucker rod string during the down stroke and established axial load of a sucker rod mecha
-nical model, through the instability equation of sucker rod between two centralizers to optimize
design of centralizer.
Axial load of a sucker rod during the down stroke
Axial force at the bottom of a sucker rod. A sucker rod is limited at the bottom by a variety of load
included the buoyancy of well liquid and the sucker-rod string , the friction force between the piston
and the bush and the friction force of well fluid through the subsurface pump during the down stroke.
(a) The buoyancy of well liquid and the sucker-rod string W f
W f   L gAr Lp

(1)

Where,  L is liquid density; Ar is sucker-rod section area; L p is pump depth; g is acceleration of
gravity.
(b) The friction force between the piston and the bush Wbp
The friction force exists in up and down stroke, recommended the empirical formula is
D
Wbp  0.94  140
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Where, D is pump diameter;  is clearance between the piston and the bush.
(c) The friction force of well fluid through the subsurface pump W pL
The friction force exists in down stroke which direction is upward, the friction force of well fluid
through the subsurface pump is W pL [4]
3
1  L Ap
2
WpL 
SN 
2
2 
729   Ao

(3)

Where,   is the flow coefficient of valve; Ap is the cross section area of piston; Ao is the cross
section area of valve hole ; S is length of stroke ; N is pumping speed.
Considered, axial force at the bottom of a sucker rod during the up and down stroke Wx
Wx  W f  Wbp  WpL

(4)

Axial force on top of a segment of a sucker rod between two centralizers. Assuming that the rod
string centralizer has been installed ,calculating the axial force on top of a segment of a sucker rod
between two centralizers. The axial force of the segment rod string included the segment rod string
dead weight Wrd , inertial load Wad ,the buoyancy of the segment rod string W fd and the friction force
between the segment rod string and liquid column WrL .
(a) The segment rod string dead weight Wrd
(5)
Wrd  r gAr l
Where,  r is the density of sucker rod; l is assumed that the spacing between two centralizer, it is the
length of segment sucker rod.
(b) The segment rod string inertia load Wad
W
Wad  rd ad
g
Where, ad is acceleration of polished rod during down stroke.

(6)

(c) The buoyancy of the segment rod string W fd
W fd   L gAr l

(7)

Where,  L is the density of liquid; l is assumed that the spacing between two centralizer, it is the
length of segment sucker rod.
(d) The friction force between the segment rod string and liquid column WrL .
The maximum could be determined by the approximate formula below:


m2  1
WrL  2l  2
(8)
 vmax
2
 (m  1) ln m  (m  1) 
Where,  is dynamic viscosity of the well fluid ; m is the ratio of the tubing and the diameter of

sucker-rod, m 

dit
; d it is tubing; d r is the diameter of sucker-rod; vmax is the maximum descent
dr

velocity of sucker-rod.
From the above, the unit load of a segment of a sucker rod between two centralizers qd is :
qd  (Wrd  Wad  W fd  WrL ) / l
Axial force on top of a segment of a sucker rod between two centralizers Ws is :
Ws  Wxd  qd l  Wxd  (Wrd  Wad  W fd  WrL )

(9)
(10)
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Where, Wxd is axial force at the end of a segment of a sucker rod, at the first cross axial force at the end
of a segment of a pump is Wx .
Instability equation of a segment of a sucker rod between two centralizers
Instability equation of a segment of a sucker rod between two centralizers is formula (11) which also
is calculation of the placement distance between sucker rod centralizers. Solving the equation could
obtain the spacing of interfacing sucker rod centralizer[5].
2W
2 2 EI
(11)
l3  s l2 
0
qd
qd
Where, E is material elastic modulus; I is the cross-section moment of inertia of sucker rod.
Calculation of two sucker rod centralizers spacing
(1)When Wxd =Wx , using the root function in MATLAB software to solve formula (11), obtaining
the first cross of sucker rod centralizer spacing l1 .
(2) Calculating the (i+1)st cross of sucker rod centralizer spacing axial force on top of a segment of
a sucker rod Wsi1 ，Wsi1  Wsi  qd li 。According to formula (11),using numerical method to get the (i+1)
st crossing of sucker rod centralizer spacing li 1 .
(3) When Wsi1  0 , arrival the neutral point of sucker rod , above the neutral point of sucker rod
without centralizer.
Application example
A sucker-rod pumping pump depth is 1278m, submergence depth is 100m, plunger diameter is 32mm,
length of stroke is 1.5m, pumping speed is 4 /min. Combination of sucker rod is . The density of well
liquid is 0.85t/m3, dynamic viscosity of the well fluid is 0.0324pa.s，dimension of inner diameter of
tubing is 50.673mm，the number of traveling valve where in sucker rod piston is 2. The clearance
between piston and pump barrel radius is 2 , the flow coefficient of valve is 0.28，the cross section
area of piston is 0.0987m2，the maximum descent acceleration of sucker-rod is 0.3142m/s2，the
maximum descent velocity of sucker-rod is 0.24m/s. Using the MATLAB software to optimize
design of sucker rod centralizer spacing. Calculation results of centralizer spacing in table
1,Calculation results of centralizer location in table 2.
Table 1 Calculation results of centralizer spacing
serial number

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

m

1.5

3.1

6.2

6.3

6.4

6.6

6.7

6.8

serial number

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

m

7

7.2

7.4

7.6

7.8

8.1

8.4

8.8

serial number

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

m

9.3

9.9

10.6

11.6

13.2

16.3

30.8
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Table 2 Calculation results of centralizer location
serial number

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

m

1276.5

1273.4

1267.2

1260.8

1254.4

1247.8

1241.1

1234.3

serial number

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

m

1227.3

1220.1

1212.7

1205.1

1197.3

1189.2

1180.7

1171.9

serial number

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

m

1162.6

1152.8

1142.2

1130.5

1117.3

1101.1

1070.3

From the table 1 and table 2 we can figure out there are 23 centralizers. The spacing between the
first and second centralizer is smaller, because the force of sucker rod which at the end of a segment
of a pump is larger, centralizer arrangement closely; The 21st to 23rd centralizer spacing is larger,
because the centralizer near the neutral point of sucker rod and the force of sucker rod is smaller,
therefore centralizer arrangement sparse .The rest centralizer spacing from 6m to 8m. Centralizer is
usually installed in sucker rod collar in downhole, installing a centralizer interval for 8m, therefore,
the result of optimum design of sucker rod centralizer spacing accords with the field operating
requirements.
Conclusions
Optimum design of sucker rod centralizer spacing have considered bending deflection of sucker rod
string during the up and down stroke, on the basis of instability equation of a segment of a sucker rod
between two centralizers to calculate the optimum locating positions and intervals of sucker rod
centralizers. The example analyzed shows that optimization design of sucker rod centralizer spacing
is reasonable and feasible.
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